VOA Learning English

VOA Learning English endeavors to engage English learners around the world through lessons and content that speak to the interest of individuals. The service reaches learners at their level of proficiency – from beginners to intermediate and advanced. Through partnerships with organizations around the world, radio and television affiliates, as well as multilingual content, Learning English provides audiences with content and curriculum to teach American English in targeted countries and regions. The service was launched in 1959 producing content using a limited vocabulary and simple writing style to reach English learners.

Quick Facts

Established: Audio - 1959
Video & Digital - 2001

Target Area: Global

Programs and additional features available at:
learningenglish.voanews.com

Facebook: VOA Learning English

X: @VOA_LearnEnglish

YouTube: VOA Learning English

Telegram: VOA Learning English

Programs and Features

Video

Let’s Learn English with Anna! - A 40-week course for children 8 to 12 in English and their native languages.
English in a Minute - A short captioned weekly segment explaining American idioms.
Everyday Grammar TV - A captioned weekly series that teaches grammar points for learners of American English.
Let’s Learn English – Level 1 - A 52-week captioned program for beginning English learners from certified American English teachers.
Let’s Learn English – Level 2 - A second part 30-week captioned program for beginning English learners from certified American English teachers.
Let’s Teach English - An online training program for English language teachers, created in partnership with the University of Oregon.
News Words - A short captioned weekly program explaining a word or term used in news stories.
How to Pronounce – A weekly series to teach pronunciation for learners of American English.

Audio

Daily 30-minute podcast

Content for affiliates and partners

Learning English provides original content and works with partners to adapt content to the needs of their audiences. Some content is available in multiple languages.
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